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The Real Jane Austen
At the Water's Edge
ExamView test bank CD-ROM contains ExamView test making software.

Just Mercy (Movie Tie-In Edition, Adapted for Young Adults)
“A triumphant story for anyone with a shred of faith left in the human spirit.”
—David McGlynn, author of One Day You’ll Thank Me What if the end times allowed
people to see and build the world anew? This is the landscape that Kimi Eisele
creates in her surprising and original debut novel. Evoking the spirit of such
monumental love stories as Cold Mountain and the creative vision of novels like
Station Eleven, The Lightest Object in the Universe imagines what happens after
the global economy collapses and the electrical grid goes down. In this new world,
Carson, on the East Coast, is desperate to find Beatrix, a woman on the West Coast
who holds his heart. Working his way along a cross-country railroad line, he
encounters lost souls, clever opportunists, and those who believe they’ll be saved
by an evangelical preacher in the middle of the country. While Carson travels west,
Beatrix and her neighbors begin to construct the kind of cooperative community
that suggests the end could be, in fact, a bright beginning. Without modern means
of communication, will Beatrix and Carson find their way to each other, and what
will be left of the old world if they do? The answers may lie with a fifteen-year-old
girl who could ultimately decide the fate of the lovers. The Lightest Object in the
Universe is a moving and hopeful story about resilience and adaptation and a
testament to the power of community, where our best traits, born of necessity, can
begin to emerge.

Focus on Earth Science
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Gardens of the Moon
The young adult adaptation of the acclaimed, #1 New York Times bestseller Just
Mercy--soon to be a major motion picture starring Michael B. Jordan, Jaime Foxx,
and Brie Larson and now the subject of an HBO documentary feature! In this very
personal work--adapted from the original #1 bestseller, which the New York Times
calls "as compelling as To Kill a Mockingbird, and in some ways more
so"--acclaimed lawyer and social justice advocate Bryan Stevenson offers a
glimpse into the lives of the wrongfully imprisoned and his efforts to fight for their
freedom. Stevenson's story is one of working to protect basic human rights for the
most vulnerable people in American society--the poor, the wrongly convicted, and
those whose lives have been marked by discrimination and marginalization.
Through this adaptation, young people of today will find themselves called to
action and compassion in the pursuit of justice. Proceeds of this book will go to
charity to help in Stevenson's important work to benefit the voiceless and the
vulnerable as they attempt to navigate the broken U.S. justice system. A KIRKUS
REVIEWS BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR A BOOKLIST EDITORS' CHOICE FEATURED ON
CBS THIS MORNING A NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR PRAISE
FOR JUST MERCY: A TRUE STORY OF THE FIGHT FOR JUSTICE: "It's really exciting
that young people are getting a version tailored for them." --Salon "A deeply
moving collage of true stories. . . . This is required reading." --Kirkus Reviews,
starred review "Compassionate and compelling, Stevenson's narrative is also
unforgettable." --Booklist, starred review PRAISE FOR JUST MERCY: A STORY OF
JUSTICE AND REDEMPTION: "Gripping. . . . What hangs in the balance is nothing
less than the soul of a great nation." --DESMOND TUTU, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
"Important and compelling." --Pulitzer Prize-winning author TRACY KIDDER
"Inspiring and powerful." --#1 New York Times bestselling author JOHN GRISHAM

A Time to Die
Prentice Hall Physical Science: Concepts in Action helps students make the
important connection between the science they read and what they experience
every day. Relevant content, lively explorations, and a wealth of hands-on
activities take students' understanding of science beyond the page and into the
world around them. Now includes even more technology, tools and activities to
support differentiated instruction!

Hospital
Rare edition with unique illustrations and elegant classic cream paper. Jim Hawkins
has led an ordinary life as an innkeeper's son until the day he inadvertently
discovers a treasure map in a trunk belonging to an old sea captain, and thus,
suddenly, his ordinary life turns into the extraordinary adventure of a lifetime. Jim
and his companions decide ato follow the map to the coast of South America to
find their fortune, but their plans run awry when they discover that the ship's crew
is comprised primarily of pirates - out to claim the treasure as their own! If he ever
wants to return home, Jim must outsmart Long John Silver and his gang, using all
the cunning he can muster to come up with a plan to defeat the pirates, and to find
the treasure. Includes unique illustrations.
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Applied Cryptography
Rick Husband wanted to be an astronaut since his fourth birthday, but it wasn't
always for the right reasons. Initially, he thought it would be neat . . . cool . . . a fun
thing to do. It wasn't until he came to a spiritual crossroads and was able to give
that dream up to discover the true desires of his heart before he actually got into
the space shuttle program at NASA. Three failed attempts didn't daunt this driven
pilot-and the fourth interview process, though lengthy and difficult, proved
successful for him. Husband's years at NASA served not only to develop his
integrity and character, but also to increase his faith in a Creator that could not be
denied in the vastness of space. His story is not only inspirational but exhilarating
and invigorating, as readers will witness the life of a man who consistently pursued
the desires of his heart even as he served a faithful God.

The Lightest Object in the Universe
Will Jelbert had what many people would consider the ideal life: a well paying job, a
beautiful wife and a great apartment, but he still wasn't happy. One day the life he
knew came to an abrupt end when he was thrown from his bike, face first into the
sidewalk of a Sydney street. After a year in recovery, Jelbert decided to dedicate
the next three years to a happiness research project. The result: The Happiness
Animal. The world's first dedicated exercise guide to happiness condenses the
latest applied positive psychology research into a guide to five muscles for
happiness. For each muscle, Jelbert provides five simple exercises that you can
apply to your everyday life, without having to adjust your schedule. Perfect for
people in all walks of life, the exercises in The Happiness Animal will move you
toward profound personal change and act as a driving force for your happiness..
Editorial Reviews: * * * * * "Will has an incredible ability to say things that are
logical and obvious, although without somebody pointing them out in the clear way
he has done, most of us don't ever think them. He identifies the power of
awareness, but before I read his book I was not even aware of many of my own
thoughts'' - Danny Lawrence, BBC * * * * * "Will has captured an immense
understanding of the inner workings of society's struggle to find happiness with a
whole hearted and honest truth. The exercises explained are an excellent route
back to the inner being of happiness. A must read for everyone!" - Sadie Oliver,
LIFE magazine * * * * * "Will writes with honesty, authenticity and animation that
allows the words on each page to come alive and live within the reader" - Lucy
Proud, The Art of Being Voted "Best Happiness Book" on Goodreads

Exploring World History
Franklin and Eleanor
"Time management for the 21st century"--Cover.

Prentice Hall Physical Science
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Sugar Changed the World
Featuring more than five hundred questions from past Regents exams with worked
out solutions and detailed illustrations, this book is integrated with
APlusPhysics.com website, which includes online questions and answer forums,
videos, animations, and supplemental problems to help you master Regents
Physics Essentials.

University of Illinois Film and Video
Properly researched and intelligently deployed, scenario planning is today’s most
powerful tool for understanding and preparing for an uncertain future. Yet it
remains a niche approach, poorly understood by leaders at large. To bring it into
the strategy mainstream, leaders need advice on how to turn concepts (scenarios)
into actions (strategy). Scenarios for Success delivers a unique and coherent
account of the state of the scenario planning art. It is aimed particularly at those
trying to implement its findings. Striking a balance between theory and practice,
the contributors show how and why the core techniques of scenario thinking have
endured and are still valuable, while bringing new tools and processes that keep
scenario planning in touch with modern realities.

Miracle in the Andes
The aim of this book is to discuss the fundamental ideas which lie behind the
statistical theory of learning and generalization. It considers learning from the
general point of view of function estimation based on empirical data. Omitting
proofs and technical details, the author concentrates on discussing the main
results of learning theory and their connections to fundamental problems in
statistics. These include: - the general setting of learning problems and the general
model of minimizing the risk functional from empirical data - a comprehensive
analysis of the empirical risk minimization principle and shows how this allows for
the construction of necessary and sufficient conditions for consistency - nonasymptotic bounds for the risk achieved using the empirical risk minimization
principle - principles for controlling the generalization ability of learning machines
using small sample sizes - introducing a new type of universal learning machine
that controls the generalization ability.

Kinesiology
If you want a basic understanding of computer vision’s underlying theory and
algorithms, this hands-on introduction is the ideal place to start. You’ll learn
techniques for object recognition, 3D reconstruction, stereo imaging, augmented
reality, and other computer vision applications as you follow clear examples
written in Python. Programming Computer Vision with Python explains computer
vision in broad terms that won’t bog you down in theory. You get complete code
samples with explanations on how to reproduce and build upon each example,
along with exercises to help you apply what you’ve learned. This book is ideal for
students, researchers, and enthusiasts with basic programming and standard
mathematical skills. Learn techniques used in robot navigation, medical image
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analysis, and other computer vision applications Work with image mappings and
transforms, such as texture warping and panorama creation Compute 3D
reconstructions from several images of the same scene Organize images based on
similarity or content, using clustering methods Build efficient image retrieval
techniques to search for images based on visual content Use algorithms to classify
image content and recognize objects Access the popular OpenCV library through a
Python interface

The Hospital and Health Services Review
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this thrilling new novel from the author of
Water for Elephants, Sara Gruen again demonstrates her talent for creating
spellbinding period pieces. At the Water’s Edge is a gripping and poignant love
story about a privileged young woman’s awakening as she experiences the
devastation of World War II in a tiny village in the Scottish Highlands. After
disgracing themselves at a high society New Year’s Eve party in Philadelphia in
1944, Madeline Hyde and her husband, Ellis, are cut off financially by his father, a
former army colonel who is already ashamed of his son’s inability to serve in the
war. When Ellis and his best friend, Hank, decide that the only way to regain the
Colonel’s favor is to succeed where the Colonel very publicly failed—by hunting
down the famous Loch Ness monster—Maddie reluctantly follows them across the
Atlantic, leaving her sheltered world behind. The trio find themselves in a remote
village in the Scottish Highlands, where the locals have nothing but contempt for
the privileged interlopers. Maddie is left on her own at the isolated inn, where food
is rationed, fuel is scarce, and a knock from the postman can bring tragic news. Yet
she finds herself falling in love with the stark beauty and subtle magic of the
Scottish countryside. Gradually she comes to know the villagers, and the
friendships she forms with two young women open her up to a larger world than
she knew existed. Maddie begins to see that nothing is as it first appears: the
values she holds dear prove unsustainable, and monsters lurk where they are least
expected. As she embraces a fuller sense of who she might be, Maddie becomes
aware not only of the dark forces around her, but of life’s beauty and surprising
possibilities. Praise for At the Water’s Edge “Breathtaking . . . a daring story of
adventure, friendship, and love in the shadow of WWII.”—Harper’s Bazaar “A
gripping, compelling story . . . Gruen’s characters are vividly drawn and her scenes
are perfectly paced.”—The Boston Globe “A page-turner of a novel that rollicks
along with crisp historical detail.”—Fort Worth Star-Telegram “Powerfully
evocative.”—USA Today “Gruen is a master at the period piece—and [this] novel is
just another stunning example of that craft.”—Glamour

The Happiness Animal
The Tongue and Quill
Aplusphysics
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Focus on Physical Science California Edition
In the first hours there was nothing, no fear or sadness, just a black and perfect
silence. Nando Parrado was unconscious for three days before he woke to discover
that the plane carrying his rugby team, as well as their family members and
supporters, to an exhibition game in Chile had crashed somewhere deep in the
Andes. He soon learned that many were dead or dying—among them his own
mother and sister. Those who remained were stranded on a lifeless glacier at
nearly 12,000 feet above sea level, with no supplies and no means of summoning
help. They struggled to endure freezing temperatures, deadly avalanches, and
then the devastating news that the search for them had been called off. As time
passed and Nando’s thoughts turned increasingly to his father, who he knew must
be consumed with grief, Nando resolved that he must get home or die trying. He
would challenge the Andes, even though he was certain the effort would kill him,
telling himself that even if he failed he would die that much closer to his father. It
was a desperate decision, but it was also his only chance. So Nando, an ordinary
young man with no disposition for leadership or heroism, led an expedition up the
treacherous slopes of a snow-capped mountain and across forty-five miles of
frozen wilderness in an attempt to find help. Thirty years after the disaster Nando
tells his story with remarkable candor and depth of feeling. Miracle in the Andes—a
first person account of the crash and its aftermath—is more than a riveting tale of
true-life adventure: it is a revealing look at life at the edge of death and a
meditation on the limitless redemptive power of love.

High Calling
Congressional Record
The Tongue and Quill has been a valued Air Force resource for decades and many
Airmen from our Total Force of uniformed and civilian members have contributed
their talents to various editions over the years. This revision is built upon the
foundation of governing directives and user's inputs from the unit level all the way
up to Headquarters Air Force. A small team of Total Force Airmen from the Air
University, the United States Air Force Academy, Headquarters Air Education and
Training Command (AETC), the Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC), Air National
Guard (ANG), and Headquarters Air Force compiled inputs from the field and rebuilt
The Tongue and Quill to meet the needs of today's Airmen. The team put many
hours into this effort over a span of almost two years to improve the content,
relevance, and organization of material throughout this handbook. As the final files
go to press it is the desire of The Tongue and Quill team to say thank you to every
Airman who assisted in making this edition better; you have our sincere
appreciation!

Scenarios for Success
"The best book I read this decade." -Sharon Van Etten in Rolling Stone “Boy
Swallows Universe hypnotizes you with wonder, and then hammers you with
heartbreak. . . . Eli’s remarkably poetic voice and his astonishingly open heart take
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the day. They enable him to carve out the best of what’s possible from the worst of
what is, which is the miracle that makes this novel marvelous.” -Washington Post A
"thrilling" (New York Times Book Review) novel of love, crime, magic, fate and a
boy’s coming of age in 1980s Australia, named one of the best literary fiction titles
of 2019 by Library Journal. Eli Bell’s life is complicated. His father is lost, his mother
is in jail, and his stepdad is a heroin dealer. The most steadfast adult in Eli’s life is
Slim—a notorious felon and national record-holder for successful prison
escapes—who watches over Eli and August, his silent genius of an older brother.
Exiled far from the rest of the world in Darra, a neglected suburb populated by
Polish and Vietnamese refugees, this twelve-year-old boy with an old soul and an
adult mind is just trying to follow his heart, learn what it takes to be a good man,
and train for a glamorous career in journalism. Life, however, insists on throwing
obstacles in Eli’s path—most notably Tytus Broz, Brisbane’s legendary drug dealer.
But the real trouble lies ahead. Eli is about to fall in love, face off against truly bad
guys, and fight to save his mother from a certain doom—all before starting high
school. A story of brotherhood, true love, family, and the most unlikely of
friendships, Boy Swallows Universe is the tale of an adolescent boy on the cusp of
discovering the man he will be. Powerful and kinetic, Trent Dalton’s debut is sure
to be one of the most heartbreaking, joyous and exhilarating novels you will
experience.

Treasure Island
When this award-winning husband-and-wife team discovered that they each had
sugar in their family history, they were inspired to trace the globe-spanning story
of the sweet substance and to seek out the voices of those who led bitter sugar
lives. The trail ran like a bright band from religious ceremonies in India to Europe’s
Middle Ages, then on to Columbus, who brought the first cane cuttings to the
Americas. Sugar was the substance that drove the bloody slave trade and caused
the loss of countless lives but it also planted the seeds of revolution that led to
freedom in the American colonies, Haiti, and France. With songs, oral histories,
maps, and over 80 archival illustrations, here is the story of how one product
allows us to see the grand currents of world history in new ways. Time line, source
notes, bibliography, index.

English Mechanic and World of Science
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE A riveting, brilliantly researched account of the
deadliest submarine disaster in history and its devastating human cost. On a quiet
Saturday morning in August 2000, two explosions--one so massive it was detected
by seismologists around the world--shot through the shallow Arctic waters of the
Barents Sea. Russia’s prized submarine, the Kursk, began her fatal plunge to the
ocean floor. Award-winning journalist Robert Moore presents a riveting, brilliantly
researched account of the deadliest submarine disaster in history. Journey down
into the heart of the Kursk to witness the last hours of the twenty-three young men
who survived the initial blasts. Visit the highly restricted Arctic submarine base to
which Moore obtained secret admission, where the families of the crew clamored
for news of their loved ones. Drawing on exclusive access to top Russian military
figures and the Kursk's highly restricted Arctic submarine base, Moore tells the
inside story of the Kursk disaster with factual depth and the compelling moment-byPage 7/13
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moment tension of a thriller.

Intern
In this groundbreaking new account of their marriage, Rowley describes the
remarkable courage and lack of convention--private and public--that kept Franklin
and Eleanor Roosevelt together.

Foundations of Physical Science
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference on
Information Systems for Indian Languages, ICISIL 2011, held in Patiala, India, in
March 2011. The 63 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 126 paper submissions (full papers as well as poster papers) and 25
demo submissions. The papers address all current aspects on localization, egovernance, Web content accessibility, search engine and information retrieval
systems, online and offline OCR, handwriting recognition, machine translation and
transliteration, and text-to-speech and speech recognition - all with a particular
focus on Indic scripts and languages.

Programming Computer Vision with Python
In The Real Jane Austen, acclaimed literary biographer Paula Byrne provides the
most intimate and revealing portrait yet of a beloved but complex novelist. Just as
letters and tokens in Jane Austen’s novels often signal key turning points in the
narrative, Byrne explores the small things – a scrap of paper, a gold chain, an ivory
miniature – that held significance in Austen’s personal and creative life. Byrne
transports us to different worlds, from the East Indies to revolutionary Paris, and to
different events, from a high society scandal to a case of petty shoplifting. In this
ground-breaking biography, Austen is set on a wider stage than ever before,
revealing a well-traveled and politically aware writer – important aspects of her
artistic development that have long been overlooked. The Real Jane Austen is a
fresh, compelling, and surprising biography of the author of some of our most
enduring classic books – from Pride and Prejudice to Sense and Sensibility, Emma
to Persuasion – and a vivid evocation of the world that shaped her.

The Nature of Statistical Learning Theory
Physical Science
Finding the Lost Art of Empathy
One of BuzzFeed's Romance Novels to Read Summer 2020 It is a truth universally
acknowledged that an arrogant bachelor insistent on a wife who meets the
strictest of requirements--deserves his comeuppance. The Honourable Mr. Jeremy
Malcolm is searching for a wife, but not just any wife. As the target of
matchmaking mothers and desperate debutantes, he's determined to avoid the
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fortune hunters and find a near-perfect woman, one who will meet the
qualifications on his well-crafted list. But after years of searching, he's beginning to
despair of ever finding this paragon. Until Selina Dalton arrives in town. Selina, a
vicar's daughter of limited means and a stranger to high society, is thrilled when
her friend Julia Thistlewaite invites her to London, until she learns it's all part of a
plot to exact revenge on Mr. Malcolm. Selina is reluctant to participate in Julia's
scheme, especially after meeting the irresistible Mr. Malcolm, who appears to be
very different from the arrogant scoundrel of Julia's description. But when Mr.
Malcolm begins judging Selina against his unattainable standards, Selina decides
that she has some qualifications of her own. And if he is to meet them he must
reveal the real man behindMr. Malcolm's List.

Prentice Hall Physical Science Concepts in Action Program
Planner National Chemistry Physics Earth Science
Vast legions of gods, mages, humans, dragons and all manner of creatures play
out the fate of the Malazan Empire in this first book in a major epic fantasy series
The Malazan Empire simmers with discontent, bled dry by interminable warfare,
bitter infighting and bloody confrontations with the formidable Anomander Rake
and his Tiste Andii, ancient and implacable sorcerers. Even the imperial legions,
long inured to the bloodshed, yearn for some respite. Yet Empress Laseen's rule
remains absolute, enforced by her dread Claw assassins. For Sergeant Whiskeyjack
and his squad of Bridgeburners, and for Tattersail, surviving cadre mage of the
Second Legion, the aftermath of the siege of Pale should have been a time to
mourn the many dead. But Darujhistan, last of the Free Cities of Genabackis, yet
holds out. It is to this ancient citadel that Laseen turns her predatory gaze.
However, it would appear that the Empire is not alone in this great game. Sinister,
shadowbound forces are gathering as the gods themselves prepare to play their
hand Conceived and written on a panoramic scale, Gardens of the Moon is epic
fantasy of the highest order--an enthralling adventure by an outstanding new
voice. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Information Systems for Indian Languages
This book was previously published as The Palmyra Impact. A minor seismic
disturbance in a remote section of the Pacific causes barely a ripple of concern for
Kai Tanaka, acting director of the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center in Honolulu. But
when an airliner en route from L.A. to Sydney vanishes in the same location, Kai is
the first to realize that a mysterious explosion has unleashed a series of massive
waves destined to obliterate Hawaii. In just one hour, Kai will lose all he has ever
known—including his wife and daughter— unless he can save them from nature’s
most destructive force.

The Hunt for Vulcan
Prentice Hall Physical Science: Concepts in Action helps students make the
important connection between the science they read and what they experience
every day. Relevant content, lively explorations, and a wealth of hands-on
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activities take students' understanding of science beyond the page and into the
world around them. Now includes even more technology, tools and activities to
support differentiated instruction!

Rogue Wave
Intern is Sandeep Jauhar's story of his days and nights in residency at a busy
hospital in New York City, a trial that led him to question our every assumption
about medical care today. Residency—and especially the first year, called
internship—is legendary for its brutality. Working eighty hours or more per week,
most new doctors spend their first year asking themselves why they wanted to be
doctors in the first place. Jauhar's internship was even more harrowing than most:
he switched from physics to medicine in order to follow a more humane
calling—only to find that medicine put patients' concerns last. He struggled to find
a place among squadrons of cocky residents and doctors. He challenged the
practices of the internship in The New York Times, attracting the suspicions of the
medical bureaucracy. Then, suddenly stricken, he became a patient himself—and
came to see that today's high-tech, high-pressure medicine can be a humane
science after all. Now a thriving cardiologist, Jauhar has all the qualities you'd want
in your own doctor: expertise, insight, a feel for the human factor, a sense of
humor, and a keen awareness of the worries that we all have in common. His
beautifully written memoir explains the inner workings of modern medicine with
rare candor and insight.

Boy Swallows Universe
Pastor Tracy Wilde reflects on the absence of empathy in today’s world and shares
how Christians can renew their compassion to help unify not only the church, but
society as well, in this timely and refreshing guide. Achieving meaningful
relationships and cultivating lasting connections with others are often some of the
most valuable experiences of our lives. So why can it sometimes feel so difficult to
relate to the people around us if we all share the same human desire to bond? In
Finding the Lost Art of Empathy, Tracy Wilde addresses the reasons why we
struggle with showing empathy toward others and explains why we ultimately
avoid it—and even avoid contact with others altogether. She explores the different
facets that have promoted isolation instead of community and provides the
antidote for a more unified, loving, and empathetic society. Inspirational and
encouraging, Wilde inspires us to self-reflect and remove whatever obstacles from
our lives that may be blocking our way to true fulfillment in our relationships—and
living life the way God intends us to.

Mr. Malcolm's List
From the world's most renowned security technologist, Bruce Schneier, this 20th
Anniversary Edition is the most definitive reference on cryptography ever
published and is the seminal work on cryptography. Cryptographic techniques have
applications far beyond the obvious uses of encoding and decoding information.
For developers who need to know about capabilities, such as digital signatures,
that depend on cryptographic techniques, there's no better overview than Applied
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Cryptography, the definitive book on the subject. Bruce Schneier covers general
classes of cryptographic protocols and then specific techniques, detailing the inner
workings of real-world cryptographic algorithms including the Data Encryption
Standard and RSA public-key cryptosystems. The book includes source-code
listings and extensive advice on the practical aspects of cryptography
implementation, such as the importance of generating truly random numbers and
of keeping keys secure. ". . .the best introduction to cryptography I've ever seen. . .
.The book the National Security Agency wanted never to be published. . . ." -Wired
Magazine ". . .monumental . . . fascinating . . . comprehensive . . . the definitive
work on cryptography for computer programmers . . ." -Dr. Dobb's Journal ". .
.easily ranks as one of the most authoritative in its field." -PC Magazine The book
details how programmers and electronic communications professionals can use
cryptography-the technique of enciphering and deciphering messages-to maintain
the privacy of computer data. It describes dozens of cryptography algorithms,
gives practical advice on how to implement them into cryptographic software, and
shows how they can be used to solve security problems. The book shows
programmers who design computer applications, networks, and storage systems
how they can build security into their software and systems. With a new
Introduction by the author, this premium edition will be a keepsake for all those
committed to computer and cyber security.

MATH IN SOCIETY
The captivating, all-but-forgotten story of Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein, and the
search for a planet that never existed For more than fifty years, the world's top
scientists searched for the "missing" planet Vulcan, whose existence was
mandated by Isaac Newton's theories of gravity. Countless hours were spent on
the hunt for the elusive orb, and some of the era's most skilled astronomers even
claimed to have found it. There was just one problem: It was never there. In The
Hunt for Vulcan, Thomas Levenson follows the visionary scientists who inhabit the
story of the phantom planet, starting with Isaac Newton, who in 1687 provided an
explanation for all matter in motion throughout the universe, leading to UrbainJean-Joseph Le Verrier, who almost two centuries later built on Newton's theories
and discovered Neptune, becoming the most famous scientist in the world. Le
Verrier attempted to surpass that triumph by predicting the existence of yet
another planet in our solar system, Vulcan. It took Albert Einstein to discern that
the mystery of the missing planet was a problem not of measurements or math but
of Newton's theory of gravity itself. Einstein's general theory of relativity proved
that Vulcan did not and could not exist, and that the search for it had merely been
a quirk of operating under the wrong set of assumptions about the universe.
Levenson tells the previously untold tale of how the "discovery" of Vulcan in the
nineteenth century set the stage for Einstein's monumental breakthrough, the
greatest individual intellectual achievement of the twentieth century. A dramatic
human story of an epic quest, The Hunt for Vulcan offers insight into how science
really advances (as opposed to the way we're taught about it in school) and how
the best work of the greatest scientists reveals an artist's sensibility. Opening a
new window onto our world, Levenson illuminates some of our most iconic ideas as
he recounts one of the strangest episodes in the history of science. Praise for The
Hunt for Vulcan "Delightful . . . a charming tale about an all-but-forgotten episode
in science history."--The Wall Street Journal "Engaging . . . At heart, this is a story
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about how science advances, one insight at a time. But the immediacy, almost
romance, of Levenson's writing makes it almost novelistic."--The Washington Post
"A well-structured, fast-paced example of exemplary science writing."--Kirkus
Reviews (starred review)

The 5 Choices
Prentice Hall Physical Science: Concepts in Action helps students make the
important connection between the science they read and what they experience
every day. Relevant content, lively explorations, and a wealth of hands-on
activities take students' understanding of science beyond the page and into the
world around them. Now includes even more technology, tools and activities to
support differentiated instruction!
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